Hungarian Scouts of the Clan Adám Kalmán from Veszeny
in BdP Bundeslager 2017
Großzerlang/ Brandenburg
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So much work to build up a tent? Well than, in a team its easier and gives more pleasure

The Guild of adult Scouts, LSGF in German, “Die Grafengarser” enabled the group of Scouts from
Veszeny to join the great
“Bundeslager Estonteco”
in Germany from July 26st, till
August 5th. Many national and
international sponsors, the
GdG
IAG of ISGF as well, made
possible the financing of this
GdG
adventurous journey.
After a long and stressing drive from Veszeny to Jettenbach in “Upper-Bavaria”, 11 Scouts, 2
Coaches and 1 translator, where welcomed heartily by members of the Guild: Die Grafengarser at
the “Obermeierhof”, the Scout Center for Education and Music in Bavaria
Before the travel on to Brandenburg continued, the Hungarian group could spend an eventful day
in Munich.

Sightseeing in the city and visit of the “Allianz Arena”,
it was requested by the youngsters in Veszeny,
was a highlight of this day.
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On 27th July started the Hungarian Scouts together with their German partner group, Clan Fafnir,
in a big bus to Großzerlang the “BdP-Bundeslager”.
Heavy rainfall at arrival they met for the time being, wet meadows and further bad weather
conditions as forecast for the next camp days.

Even such conditions could not stop the verve of the Hungarian and
German Scouts to set up their tents and make them self comfortable.
Two members of the Guild “Die Grafengarser” could welcome the
Hungarian group at the camp.
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The weather conditions
improved in the next days and
the camp life with several
activities started everywhere
and all over the camp.
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For one day the group as well went to Berlin, the capital city of Germany, and came back from this
short travel impressed, because of the exciting history of this city in the last 100 years.
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Living together with the German group of Clan
Fafnir and the Hungarian Scouts went very well.
Friendships were settled and the Hungarians
provided the Germans with culinary delicacies
from Hungary.
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Astonished and admired were the Hungarian guests especially about
the big events like open and closing ceremony. But as well the good
and favourable together between all participants of the camp had
a lasting and positive effect for all of them.
All respected all others!
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After camp closing was first the return by bus to Jettenbach and after one over night stay they
started on 6TH of August the return travel to Veszeny.
While saying goodbye to their partner clan at the “Obermeierhof” in “Jettenbach” addresses were
exchanged between the Hungarian and German Scouts.
Our guild would be pleased very much, if from this meeting in “Estonteco” new and longer
covering contacts between the young generations will develop.
This was, not at least, the reason for our Guild “Die Grafengarser” to start this enterprise and
support it financially as well.
Particularly thankful we are to the clan Fafnir for its readiness to start an international partnership
with the clan Adám Kalmán in Veszeny Hungary.
Text: Helmut Reitberger; Translation: Dietrich Lücke

Best regards from the Guild ”Die Grafengarser”
Dieter Neef

Anneliese Lücke

Björn Zaddach

1st Speaker

2nd Speaker

treasurer

And here is the report of the Hugarian Scouts issued in the regional newspaper NÉPLAP
It is translated from Hungarian language via German to English

Scouts from Hungary had been in the „Bundeslager“
Thanks to the invitation of the local Scout and Guide Fellowship 11 young scouts from Veszeny with two of
their coaches and one translator could join the “Bundeslager” from 26th of June till 5th of August as guests
of the German Scout Clan Fafnir.
This was reported to us by Eva Strack, teacher and scout leader, on our website
In the „bundeslager“, which was located near „Großzerlang“, had been present 28 nations and about 5000
Scouts from around the world.
The children went to Munich as well, where they visited the famous Football Stadium, the Alliance Arena,
and made a sightseeing tour through Munich and had a stayover for two days at the scout center
Obermeierhof (Germany).
Supporting the school in Veszeny and the organization of the scouts, as done since many years did Dietrich
Lücke together with his friends in the LSGF “Die Grafengarser”.
For the travel and its costs we got help by Ference Ssabó the Mayor in Veszeny.
Reported by Berta Kovács

